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Wavefront propagation through the abdominal wall was simulated using a finite-difference
time-domain implementation of the linearized wave propagation equations for a lossless,
inhomogeneous, two-dimensional fluid as well as a simplified straight-ray model for a
two-dimensional absorbing medium. Scanned images of six human abdominal wall cross sections
provided the data for the propagation media in the simulations. The images were mapped into
regions of fat, muscle, and connective tissue, each of which was assigned uniform sound speed,
density, and absorption values. Propagation was simulated through each whole specimen as well as
through each fat layer and muscle layer individually. Wavefronts computed by the finite-difference
method contained arrival time, energy level, and wave shape distortion similar to that in
measurements. Straight-ray simulations produced arrival time fluctuations similar to measurements
but produced much smaller energy level fluctuations. These simulations confirm that both fat and
muscle produce significant wavefront distortion and that distortion produced by fat sections differs
from that produced by muscle sections. Spatial correlation of distortion with tissue composition
suggests that most major arrival time fluctuations are caused by propagation through large-scale
inhomogeneities such as fatty regions within muscle layers, while most amplitude and waveform
variations are the result of scattering from smaller inhomogeneities such as septa within the
subcutaneous fat. Additional finite-difference simulations performed using uniform-layer models of
the abdominal wall indicate that wavefront distortion is primarily caused by tissue structures and
inhomogeneities rather than by refraction at layer interfaces or by variations in layer thicknesses.
© 1998 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~98!06011-1#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Cs, 43.80.Vj, 43.20.Fn, 43.58.Ta@FD#
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INTRODUCTION

Wavefront distortion is considered to be a significa
obstacle to improved ultrasonic image quality. Howev
little is known about its actual cause. Some direct meas
ments have been made to characterize the distortion
duced by various tissues.1–6 These measurements ha
yielded parameters describing wavefront distortion fro
these tissues, but have provided limited insight into the
tual causes of the distortion.

Because basic knowledge about the physical cause
wavefront distortion is lacking, researchers have relied o
variety of assumptions to develop wavefront distortion c
rection algorithms. Several early algorithms were based
the assumption that wavefront distortion produced by pro
gation through soft tissue consisted solely of phase abe
tions that could be modeled as the result of a phase scre
the measurement aperture.7–10 This model of wavefront dis-

a!Current address: Department of Meteorology, The Pennsylvania State
versity, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802.
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tortion was supported by the results of an experimen
study11 in which poor ultrasonic image quality was found
correlate with the presence of phase errors while little am
tude distortion was detected. However, later studies indica
that amplitude and wave shape distortion occur
well.2,4–6,12To accommodate this finding, distortion has be
modeled as the result of a phase screen some distance
the aperture13–15 or as a phase screen and an amplitu
screen at the aperture.16,17

A greater knowledge of the mechanisms that ca
wavefront distortion would improve understanding of what
required for successful distortion compensation. Several
vestigators have attempted to improve this understanding
calculating distortion using ray-tracing or other simplifie
models.18–22 However, these simulations have also be
based on simple assumptions about the structure of the b
wall and the causes of wavefront distortion. For examp
one study18 employed measured scattering from liver tiss
and model random media to estimate wavefront distort
using a weak scattering approximation. O” degaard19,20 used a
ray-tracing technique that was limited to refraction effec

ni-
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and assumed a very simple tissue geometry. Manry,21 in a
model of propagation through breast tissue, applied a fin
difference time-domain method to a similarly simple tiss
model so that refraction dominated the effects observ
Berkhoff et al.,22 in computations employing conjugate gr
dient techniques to evaluate the Rayleigh integral, concer
themselves only with the effect of propagation through
irregular interface. In other computations from the sa
group,15 tissue has been modeled as succession of ran
phase screens.

In a recent study,23,24 a full-wave simulation technique
was applied to tissue models based on images of actua
man abdominal wall cross sections. Results of that st
demonstrated that this finite-difference time-domain simu
tion produced arrival time, energy level, and wave sha
distortion similar to that measured for large abdominal w
specimens. The study also showed that amplitude distor
produced by the abdominal wall can be described as the
sult of strong scattering.

The purpose of the present study is to use the simula
technique described in Ref. 23 to examine the causes o
trasonic wavefront distortion in the abdominal wall. In pa
ticular, questions concerning the relative contributions of
fat and muscle layers to distortion and the importance of
interface between these layers are investigated. Quantita
correlation methods are employed to relate specific tis
structures to computed wavefront distortion features. Dis
tion predicted by finite-difference simulations is also co
pared with results of simulations employing more idealiz
models of ultrasound-tissue interactions. The simulation
sults are qualitatively compared with experimental resu
reported in the companion paper.25

I. METHOD

Propagation of ultrasonic pulses through the fat a
muscle layers of the abdominal wall was simulated in t
dimensions using the tissue modeling technique and the l
less finite-difference time-domain~FDTD! algorithm de-
scribed in Ref. 23. The six tissue maps of abdominal w
cross sections employed in the previous study were a
used as input to the FDTD program. However, in this c
the tissue maps were also separated into fat and muscle
ers along the center of the septum dividing the layers,
the propagation of an ultrasonic pulse through each layer
calculated individually.

The tissue maps were made by processing scanned
ages of abdominal wall cross sections which had b
stained to distinguish tissue types according to the proce
described in Ref. 26. Regions of the images containing c
nective tissue~e.g., skin, tendon, and septa!, muscle, and fat
were color coded. Density and sound speed arrays for
finite-difference computation, as well as absorption arr
used in the straight-ray computations discussed below, w
created from these images by mapping the various color
representative density and sound speed values obtained
the literature for each tissue type. The values employed
the same as those reported in Ref. 23, and are shown in T
I for reference. The 12 tissue maps employed are show
Fig. 1.
3652 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 6, December 1998
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The general appearance of the cross sections is co
tent with descriptions from standard anatomical texts27–29

and the human specimens shown in Ref. 25. The fat sect
are composed primarily of subcutaneous fat lobules se
rated by thin connective tissue membranes~septa!. Inhomo-
geneities, mainly consisting of fat, are present in all t
muscle sections. Boundaries between muscle, fat, skin,
water~exterior to the specimen! in this figure are not entirely
smooth. The roughness seen in these boundaries is sub
tially greater than that occurring in vivo or in
measurements25 because the cross sections were fixed in f
malin while still stiff from being frozen for the cutting pro
cedure.

Specific anatomical features can also be observed
each of the tissue maps in Fig. 1. Cross section 75hi~a!
shows a cross section of the rectus muscle cut perpendic
to the midline of the body. The thick connective tissue to t
right is the linea alba. Cross section 77ba~b! shows the rec-
tus muscle on the right. At the left side of the cross secti
muscle layers shown are the external and internal obliqu
cut diagonally to the cross section, as well as the transve
abdominus, cut parallel to the cross section. Cross sec
87de~c! is cut along the rectus muscle parallel to the midli
of the body. A fibrous connection, or aponeurosis, is sho
but is mostly composed of fat.25 A fatty region is evident
within the muscle layer to the left. The skin is also thick
than in the other cross sections. Cross section 102gh~d! is
cut perpendicular to the rectus muscle. Blood vessels
evident both within the subcutaneous fat and in a fatty reg
that occurs within the thin muscle section. Both cross s
tions 120de~e! and 120fe~f! are cut along the rectus musc
from the same abdominal wall specimen. An aponeuro
which does not extend through the entire muscle layer in
vertical direction,27 is evident in both sections.

The simulation parameters were chosen to emulate
measurement configuration described in Refs. 2 and
Propagation of a plane-wave pulse through each layer
computed. The pulse had a center frequency of 3.75 M
and a26-dB bandwidth of 1.6 MHz. The waveforms exitin
each cross section were recorded at a sampling rate
225 MHz for 7.3ms by 128 simulated receivers 0.72 mm
width placed about 8 mm from the skin surface.

A one-dimensional version of the reference wavefo
method23 was used to calculate the arrival time of the pu
at each receiving position in the simulation data. The arri
time fluctuations across the receiving aperture caused
each whole or layer cross section were calculated by s

TABLE I. Sound speed, density, and attenuation parameters employe
finite-difference and straight-ray simulations. Attenuation values shown
those appropriate for a center frequency of 3.75 MHz. These values
compiled in Ref. 23.

Medium
Sound speed

~mm/ms!
Density
~g/cm3!

Attenuation
~dB/cm!

Water 1.524 0.993 0.02
Fat 1.478 0.950 1.8
Muscle 1.547 1.050 4.1
Skin/CT 1.613 1.120 5.9
3652Mast et al.: Abdominal wall pulse distortion: Simulations



ray denotes
f each
FIG. 1. Muscle-layer and fat-layer tissue maps employed in simulations. Black denotes connective tissue, dark gray denotes muscle, and light g
fat. The fat layers~above! and the muscle layers~below! are obtained in each case from the whole-specimen maps shown in Ref. 23. The actual width o
map shown is 110 mm.~a! Cross section 75hi.~b! Cross section 77ba.~c! Cross section 87de.~d! Cross section 102gh.~e! Cross section 120de.~f! Cross
section 120fe.
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tracting a linear fit from these calculated arrival times. T
fit, when applied to the one-dimensional fluctuations, co
pensated for gross changes in tissue thickness in a ma
similar to higher-order fits previously employed for tw
dimensional fluctuations.1,2,5,6,23Energy level fluctuations in
the wavefronts were calculated by summing the squared
plitudes of each waveform over a 2.4-ms window that iso-
lated the main pulse, converting to decibel units, and s
tracting the best linear fit from the resulting value
Variations in pulse shape across the aperture were evalu
using the waveform similarity factor.13

Insertion losses were also calculated from the fin
difference time-domain results. Water path results compu
by the methods described above, using a constant so
speed of 1.524 mm/ms and a constant density o
0.993 g/cm3, were used as reference amplitude values. In
tion loss values were then determined by comparing p
amplitudes of analytic envelopes for tissue-path and wa
path signals for each simulated receiver. Since no exp
absorption was included in the finite-difference simulatio
and since any numerical absorption due to finite-differe
discretization appeared in both tissue- and water-path c
putations, the resulting attenuation was due only to effect
propagation through the inhomogeneous tissue.

Arrival time fluctuations, energy level fluctuations, an
insertion loss were also computed for the modeled cross
tions using the asymptotic technique described in Ref. 23
this case, ultrasonic rays were assumed to pass dire
through the tissue without deviation from their initial dire
tion of propagation. The arrival time for rays spac
0.0847 mm apart was calculated by summing the travel t
3653 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 6, December 1998
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along the path of propagation. Likewise, the relative ene
level of each ray was computed by integrating the spatia
dependent absorption coefficient from Table I along the
paths. Arrival time and energy level surfaces were de
mined for the 128-element simulated aperture by averag
arrival times and energy levels for rays occurring within t
span of each simulated element~eight or nine rays were av
eraged for each element!. Arrival time and energy level fluc-
tuations were then computed by subtracting the best linea
from the results of each simulation. The output wavefor
were assumed to be identically shaped~waveform similarity
factor equal to 1! for the asymptotic straight-ray computatio
since no mechanism for wave-shape distortion was inclu
in the model. Average bulk attenuation values were a
computed for each whole and partial cross section as a fu
tion of position along the simulated aperture by integrat
absorption values along each ray path. No water-path res
were computed for the straight-ray method.

For each ray path employed in the straight-ray com
tations, the total propagation length within individual tiss
types ~including fat, muscle, connective tissue, and wat!
was determined by simple summation. These lengths w
then normalized by the total propagation path to obtain
fractional contribution of each tissue type to each ray pa
As with the arrival time and attenuation values, tissue fr
tions for each tissue type were averaged for rays occur
within the span of each element to obtain tissue-fract
curves.

For whole and sectioned maps and both straight-ray
finite-difference simulations, correlation coefficients betwe
the arrival time and energy level curves and the tiss
3653Mast et al.: Abdominal wall pulse distortion: Simulations



FIG. 2. Solid-layer tissue maps employed in simulations. Cross sections are mapped and ordered as in Fig. 1.
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fraction curves were computed. In each case, the correl
curves were 128-point functions corresponding to the 1
element simulated aperture. In addition, arrival time fluct
tion and energy level fluctuation curves were summed for
fat and muscle sections of all simulations for comparis
with the whole-specimen results.

In order to evaluate the relative importance of tiss

FIG. 3. Simulated waveforms for cross section 120fe~W! and its muscle
~M! and fat ~F! layers. Waveforms are shown on a linear gray scale w
time as the vertical axis and element number as the horizontal axis.
temporal range shown is 2.3ms for 128 elements.
3654 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 6, December 1998
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boundaries and layer-thickness variations in produc
wavefront distortion, finite-difference and straight-ray sim
lations were also performed for tissue maps composed
uniform layers. These maps were obtained by altering
layers from Fig. 1 so that the upper layer contained o
homogeneous fat and the lower layer contained only hom
geneous muscle. The uniform-layer tissue maps are show
Fig. 2. Data obtained using uniform-layer simulations we
processed in the same manner as the data from the sim
tions employing full tissue structure.

II. RESULTS

Waveforms simulated by the finite-difference meth
for cross section 120fe are shown in Fig. 3. The wavefor
appear similar to measured waveforms recorded for the s
abdominal wall specimen,23 and show several characteristic
common to data from the cross sections studied here. S
cifically, the muscle-layer wavefront shows substantial
rival time variation that is primarily associated with prop
gation through a large-scale inhomogeneity~in this case, a
fatty aponeurosis!, while energy level fluctuations and wave
form variations are small. The fat-layer wavefront sho
smaller-scale arrival time variations as well as waveform d
tortion and localized amplitude dropouts. The full-specim
wavefront roughly appears to be a combination of the t
layer wavefronts, containing both the large-scale feature
the muscle-layer wavefront and the smaller-scale aberrat
of the fat-layer wavefront.

Arrival time and energy level distortion simulated usin
the finite-difference method for whole abdominal wall cro
sections, muscle layers, and fat layers are graphically s
marized in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. Panel~f! of each
figure shows distortion curves obtained from the wavefor
shown in Fig. 3. Although Figs. 4 and 5 show individu
variations in the relative contributions of tissue layers

he
3654Mast et al.: Abdominal wall pulse distortion: Simulations



ers.

ers.
FIG. 4. Arrival time fluctuations~ATF! calculated using the finite-difference, time-domain method for whole specimens, muscle layers, and fat lay~a!
Cross section 75hi.~b! Cross section 77ba.~c! Cross section 87de.~d! Cross section 102gh.~e! Cross section 120de.~f! Cross section 120fe.

FIG. 5. Energy level fluctuations~ELF! calculated using the finite-difference, time-domain method for whole specimens, muscle layers, and fat lay~a!
Cross section 75hi.~b! Cross section 77ba.~c! Cross section 87de.~d! Cross section 102gh.~e! Cross section 120de.~f! Cross section 120fe.
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rrelation
TABLE II. Wavefront distortion statistics for simulated propagation. Statistics shown include the rms arrival time and energy level fluctuations, co
lengths~CL! of these fluctuations, and waveform similarity factors for finite-difference, time domain~FDTD! and straight-ray~S-R! simulations employing
muscle sections, fat sections and whole specimens.

Specimen Simulation Layer
Thickness

~mm!

Arrival time
fluctuations

Energy level
fluctuations

Waveform
similarity

factor
rms
~ns!

CL
~mm!

rms
~dB!

CL
~mm!

muscle 9.8 36.5 8.37 2.39 1.60 0.986
FDTD fat 21.3 49.2 8.00 3.45 1.43 0.989

whole 31.1 53.0 4.70 3.29 1.25 0.957
75hi

muscle 9.8 38.0 3.55 0.36 5.45 1.000
S-R fat 21.3 60.6 6.08 0.48 4.79 1.000

whole 31.1 62.3 2.40 0.42 1.92 1.000

muscle 7.4 19.7 8.59 1.88 1.77 0.996
FDTD fat 17.6 42.5 3.76 4.29 1.61 0.965

whole 25.0 59.9 4.05 4.44 1.17 0.951
77ba

muscle 7.4 23.2 2.91 0.35 12.51 1.000
S-R fat 17.6 51.7 1.52 0.44 2.46 1.000

whole 25.0 61.6 2.00 0.46 2.09 1.000

muscle 12.5 61.3 10.22 2.70 1.97 0.995
FDTD fat 15.9 22.5 1.35 3.26 1.31 0.982

whole 28.4 60.9 8.68 4.18 1.46 0.948
87de

muscle 12.5 62.9 10.54 0.55 13.15 1.000
S-R fat 15.9 29.7 1.16 0.23 1.18 1.000

whole 28.4 66.4 6.89 0.60 10.76 1.000

muscle 3.5 15.2 7.99 0.87 1.75 0.999
FDTD fat 15.4 21.6 2.68 2.96 1.31 0.993

whole 18.9 28.4 3.72 3.10 1.37 0.986
102gh

muscle 3.5 15.9 7.45 0.24 10.03 1.000
S-R fat 15.4 26.8 1.73 0.25 2.74 1.000

whole 18.9 31.9 2.44 0.25 2.83 1.000

muscle 9.8 15.2 6.53 1.17 1.77 0.999
FDTD fat 17.8 36.4 2.84 3.37 1.30 0.977

whole 27.7 43.6 4.88 3.28 1.38 0.980
120de

muscle 9.8 16.8 4.63 0.19 8.69 1.000
S-R fat 17.8 39.8 2.35 0.29 2.58 1.000

whole 27.7 47.3 3.43 0.38 4.65 1.000

muscle 11.5 38.4 10.32 1.17 1.66 0.999
FDTD fat 17.6 40.2 4.84 3.65 1.45 0.987

whole 29.1 67.1 8.19 3.41 1.30 0.983
120fe

muscle 11.5 40.1 10.55 0.42 13.89 1.000
S-R fat 17.6 45.9 2.13 0.37 2.68 1.000

whole 29.1 71.3 8.72 0.51 6.11 1.000

muscle 9.1 31.1 8.67 1.70 1.75 0.996
FDTD fat 17.6 35.4 3.91 3.50 1.40 0.982

whole 26.7 52.2 5.70 3.62 1.32 0.968
Mean

muscle 9.1 32.8 6.61 0.35 10.62 1.000
S-R fat 17.6 42.4 2.50 0.34 2.74 1.000

whole 26.7 56.8 4.31 0.44 4.73 1.000

muscle 3.2 18.1 1.43 0.74 0.13 0.005
FDTD fat 2.1 11.2 2.32 0.45 0.12 0.010

whole 4.3 14.1 2.16 0.55 0.10 0.017
Standard

deviation muscle 3.2 18.0 3.42 0.13 3.21 0.000
S-R fat 2.1 13.0 1.81 0.10 1.16 0.000

whole 4.3 14.6 2.81 0.12 3.37 0.000
3656 3656J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 6, December 1998 Mast et al.: Abdominal wall pulse distortion: Simulations
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TABLE III. Correlation of finite-difference, time-domain results~FDTD! with straight-ray results~S-R! and with tissue composition.

Arrival time fluctuations Energy level fluctuations

Specimen Layer S-R Muscle Fat CT S-R Muscle Fat CT

muscle 0.762 0.355 20.445 20.241 0.355 20.074 0.088 20.141
75hi fat 0.776 ••• 20.445 0.738 0.422 ••• 0.349 20.518

whole 0.666 0.076 20.570 0.363 0.363 0.005 0.207 20.258

muscle 0.719 0.051 20.460 0.550 0.353 20.200 0.365 20.305
77ba fat 0.454 ••• 20.238 0.388 0.518 ••• 0.240 20.568

whole 0.501 20.213 20.221 0.524 0.572 20.070 0.246 20.500

muscle 0.957 0.896 20.917 20.429 0.065 0.022 0.067 20.261
87de fat 0.368 ••• 20.353 0.331 0.617 ••• 0.497 20.630

whole 0.783 0.821 20.821 20.310 0.190 0.042 0.113 20.439

muscle 0.914 0.753 20.651 20.290 0.067 0.151 20.003 20.402
102gh fat 0.710 0.433 20.599 0.590 0.585 20.282 0.520 20.644

whole 0.810 0.426 20.722 0.250 0.498 0.116 0.274 20.548

muscle 0.884 0.794 20.827 20.323 0.161 0.072 0.087 20.355
120de fat 0.706 ••• 20.507 0.527 0.471 ••• 0.357 20.643

whole 0.787 0.727 20.620 0.243 0.489 20.186 0.306 20.565

muscle 0.952 0.928 20.955 20.597 20.015 0.054 0.028 20.259
120fe fat 0.686 20.074 20.653 0.464 0.553 20.159 0.307 20.645

whole 0.872 0.823 20.842 0.214 0.444 20.078 0.205 20.575

muscle 0.865 0.630 20.803 20.222 0.164 0.004 0.013 20.287
Mean fat 0.617 ••• 20.626 0.506 0.528 ••• 0.414 20.608

whole 0.737 0.443 20.782 0.214 0.426 20.029 0.240 20.406

muscle 0.101 0.350 0.215 0.399 0.157 0.124 0.022 0.09
Standard fat 0.164 ••• 0.038 0.147 0.073 ••• 0.151 0.053
deviation whole 0.133 0.432 0.085 0.281 0.135 0.106 0.049 0.21
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overall distortion, some tissue-specific distortion is seen.
instance, most panels of Fig. 4 show that large-scale arr
time fluctuations from muscle layers and whole abdomi
wall cross sections match well. These large-scale time-s
features are generally correlated with positions of large-s
inhomogeneities such as the fatty aponeuroses that occ
cross sections 87de, 120de, and 120fe. Likewise, many la
rapidly varying energy level fluctuations appearing in Fig
are very similar in results for fat layers and whole cro
sections, but do not appear in results for muscle layers.

Statistics describing the distortion produced by the
tissue maps using finite-difference simulations are prese
in Table II. As with measurements~taken on different speci
mens! reported in the companion paper,25 the whole speci-
mens usually cause distortion greater than either of the
component layer distortions and comparable to the geom
sum of the layer distortions. However, in contrast to m
surements, the muscle sections usually produce arrival
distortion of lower amplitude~mean rms value 31.1 ns! than
the corresponding fat layers~mean 35.4 ns!. The rms energy
level fluctuations, in agreement with measurements,25 are
substantially greater for fat sections~mean 3.50 dB! than for
muscle sections~mean 1.70 dB!. Waveform similarity fac-
tors for simulations are generally higher~indicating smaller
waveform distortion! than those for measured data using t
same specimens—the mean waveform similarity factor w
0.968 for finite-difference simulations employing who
cross sections, as opposed to 0.899 for analog
measurements.23,24
3657 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 6, December 1998
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The straight-ray results reported in Table II show t
same trends as those from straight-ray simulations repo
in Refs. 23 and 24 using whole abdominal wall cross s
tions. That is, for each cross section, the rms straight-
arrival time fluctuation is close to that for the finite
difference computation, so that magnitudes of arrival tim
fluctuations are predicted fairly well by this simple mode
However, the rms energy level fluctuation is considera
less than that for the finite-difference computation, implyi
that tissue-dependent absorption contributes little to ul
sonic amplitude distortion in the abdominal wall.

Coefficients from correlation of the finite-difference a
rival time and energy level fluctuations with the correspon
ing straight-ray results as well as with the tissue-fract
curves are shown in Table III. In general, finite-differen
and straight-ray results correlate more highly for arrival tim
fluctuations than for energy level fluctuations. This obser
tion is consistent with the differences in fluctuation statist
seen in Table II. The highest mean correlation betwe
finite-difference and straight-ray arrival time fluctuatio
~0.865! occurs for the muscle sections, implying that pha
screen models may be more appropriate for muscle la
than for fat layers. The highest mean correlation betwe
finite-difference and straight-ray energy level fluctuatio
~0.528! occurs for the fat sections, indicating that amplitu
dropouts due to scattering~in the finite-difference simula-
tion! occurred in similar positions to dropouts due to abso
tion ~in the straight-ray simulation!. Both effects are associ
ated with connective tissue content because of the h
3657Mast et al.: Abdominal wall pulse distortion: Simulations
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acoustic contrast and absorption of connective tissue.
The tissue-fraction correlation coefficients reported

Table III indicate clear relationships between tissue const
ents and ultrasonic wavefront distortion components. For
muscle sections, both muscle and fat fractions correlate
nificantly with arrival time fluctuations~mean correlations
0.630 and20.803 respectively!, while the corresponding co
efficient for the connective-tissue fraction~20.222! does not
indicate a significant correlation.~For 128 samples of a ran
dom signal, a correlation coefficient with magnitude grea
than 0.2875 is significant to a 99.9% confidence level30!
Arrival time correlation coefficients are positive for musc
fractions and negative for fat fractions because muscle tis
causes an advance, or positive arrival time fluctuation, in
wavefront, while fat tissue causes a delay, or negative arr
time fluctuation. The large negative correlation~20.803! be-
tween fat content and arrival time fluctuations indicates t
fatty inhomogeneities within muscle layers are a major ca
of arrival time fluctuations in the abdominal wall. Energ
level fluctuations do not correlate well with tissue fractio
for the muscle section, although the correlation between
ergy level fluctuation and connective-tissue fraction is m
ginally significant~0.287!.

TABLE IV. Correlation of layer distortion results and summed layer resu
with whole-specimen results for finite-difference, time-domain~FDTD! and
straight-ray~S-R! simulations.

Whole Specimen

FDTD S-R

Specimen Layer ATF ELF ATF ELF

Muscle 0.257 0.358 0.347 0.232
75hi Fat 0.734 0.768 0.809 0.692

Muscle1 Fat 0.942 0.833 1.000 1.000

77ba
Muscle 0.558 0.279 0.571 0.414

Fat 0.815 0.817 0.932 0.697
Muscle1 Fat 0.826 0.846 0.999 0.999

Muscle 0.890 0.604 0.896 0.926
87de Fat 0.048 0.610 0.336 0.359

Muscle1 Fat 0.888 0.870 1.000 1.000

Muscle 0.652 0.295 0.546 0.495
102gh Fat 0.828 0.944 0.868 0.510

Muscle1 Fat 0.991 0.977 1.000 1.000

Muscle 0.661 0.133 0.588 0.652
120de Fat 0.933 0.914 0.940 0.868

Muscle1 Fat 0.987 0.961 1.000 1.000

Muscle 0.840 0.094 0.797 0.694
120fe Fat 0.838 0.899 0.851 0.584

Muscle1 Fat 0.993 0.940 1.000 0.999

Muscle 0.643 0.294 0.624 0.569
Mean Fat 0.699 0.825 0.789 0.618

Muscle1 Fat 0.938 0.905 1.000 1.000

Muscle 0.226 0.182 0.195 0.242
Standard Fat 0.325 0.124 0.228 0.176
deviation Muscle1 Fat 0.068 0.062 0.000 0.001
3658 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 6, December 1998
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For the fat sections, both fat fractions and connect
tissue fractions correlate significantly with the arrival tim
and energy level fluctuations computed by the fini
difference method. The significant negative correlation co
ficient ~20.608! between energy level fluctuations and co
nective tissue fraction indicates that amplitude dropo
occur at positions of high connective tissue content wit
the subcutaneous fat. Visualization of propagation throu
cross sections23 has shown that such dropouts occur wh
septa scatter energy outside the main direction of propa
tion. This scattering, which occurs because of the high so
speed and density contrast between connective tissue an
is greatest for septa oriented nearly perpendicular to the
rection of propagation. Also notable is the effect of a blo
vessel~with vessel wall modeled as muscle and connect
tissue! in the fat section of cross section 102gh. This ves
causes a significant correlation~0.433! between the muscle
fraction and the arrival time fluctuation and a marginal c
relation between the muscle fraction and the energy le
fluctuation. This large effect of a single blood vessel is sim
lar to that found for a blood vessel in the chest wall in Ref.

Further evidence of the relative contribution of ind
vidual layers to wavefront distortion in the abdominal wall
provided by Table IV, which shows correlation coefficien
between layer results and whole-specimen results for arr
time and energy level fluctuations. In general, results
both the muscle and fat sections correlate significantly w
the whole-specimen results. However, for the fini
difference simulations, the energy level fluctuations for t
whole specimen correlate much more highly with those c
culated for fat sections~0.825! than with those for muscle
sections~0.294!. The rows marked ‘‘muscle1 fat’’ in Table
IV refer to correlations between distortion curves for who
cross sections and distortion curves obtained by summing
curves for the corresponding muscle and fat layers. In
cases, the summed section results correlate fairly hig
~mean correlation coefficients 0.938 for arrival time fluctu
tions, 0.905 for energy level fluctuations! with whole-section
results for the finite-difference simulations, while the corr
sponding correlations averaged 1.000 for the straight-
simulations. Thus, for the finite-difference computations,
wavefront distortion produced by whole cross sections
similar but not equivalent to the sum of distortions caused
their individual layers.

Computed insertion loss values for the whole and la
tissue maps are listed in Table V along with the insert
losses measured for the whole specimens before disse
using the method described in the companion paper.25 In
each case, the loss per unit length is greater for muscle
fat in the straight-ray simulation but greater for fat th
muscle in the finite-difference simulation. Since inserti
loss effects in the finite-difference simulation were only d
to scattering, this observation provides further evidence
fat sections caused more scattering than muscle section

In every case shown in Table V, measured insert
losses are greater than insertion losses calculated by e
the finite-difference or straight-ray method. However, t
measured insertion losses~mean 4.88 dB/cm! agree well
with values ~mean 4.96 dB/cm! obtained by summing the
3658Mast et al.: Abdominal wall pulse distortion: Simulations
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TABLE V. Computed and measured insertion loss values. Means and standard deviations of insertion losses are shown for measurements empl
specimens from which the cross sections were taken as well as straight-ray~S-R! and finite-difference~FDTD! simulations using the cross sections. Als
shown is the sum of calculated insertion loss rates for straight-ray and finite-difference simulations~SR 1 FDTD!.

Specimen Layer

Measured S-R FDTD

S-R1

FDTD
~dB/cm!

Average
~dB!

Standard
deviation

~dB!
Rate

~dB/cm!
Average

~dB!

Standard
deviation

~dB!
Rate

~dB/cm!
Average

~dB!

Standard
deviation

~dB!
Rate

~dB/cm!

muscle ••• ••• ••• 3.50 0.48 3.57 1.84 2.49 1.88 5.45
75hi fat ••• ••• ••• 6.27 0.52 2.94 4.25 3.51 2.00 4.94

whole 14.08 7.66 4.52 9.72 0.67 3.13 5.38 3.30 1.73 4.86

muscle ••• ••• ••• 2.88 0.36 3.90 1.63 1.91 2.20 6.10
77ba fat ••• ••• ••• 4.78 0.60 2.71 4.41 4.06 2.51 5.22

whole 12.87 3.38 5.15 7.61 0.57 3.04 5.69 4.44 2.28 5.32

muscle ••• ••• ••• 4.77 0.72 3.82 1.32 2.75 1.06 4.88
87de fat ••• ••• ••• 5.26 0.23 3.31 3.14 3.28 1.97 5.28

whole 15.68 2.93 5.49 9.99 0.77 3.52 4.14 4.29 1.46 4.98

muscle ••• ••• ••• 1.41 0.42 4.01 0.60 0.90 1.71 5.72
102gh fat ••• ••• ••• 4.32 0.27 2.81 3.58 2.99 2.32 5.13

whole 9.52 4.09 5.04 5.69 0.50 3.01 4.07 3.13 2.15 5.16

muscle ••• ••• ••• 4.05 0.20 4.12 0.61 1.21 0.62 4.74
120de fat ••• ••• ••• 4.91 0.31 2.75 3.61 3.42 2.03 4.78

whole 11.89 3.22 4.22 8.92 0.40 3.22 3.94 3.36 1.42 4.64

muscle ••• ••• ••• 4.42 0.42 3.85 0.93 1.21 0.81 4.66
120fe fat ••• ••• ••• 5.08 0.37 2.88 3.98 3.63 2.26 5.14

whole 11.89 3.22 4.22 9.45 0.51 3.25 4.52 3.37 1.55 4.80

muscle ••• ••• ••• 3.51 0.43 3.88 1.16 1.75 1.38 5.26
Mean fat ••• ••• ••• 5.10 0.38 2.90 3.83 3.48 2.18 5.08

whole 12.81 4.26 4.88 8.56 0.57 3.20 4.62 3.65 1.77 4.96

muscle ••• ••• ••• 1.23 0.17 0.19 0.52 0.76 0.64 0.59
Standard fat ••• ••• ••• 0.65 0.15 0.22 0.47 0.36 0.22 0.19
deviation whole 2.32 1.95 0.51 1.64 0.13 0.19 0.74 0.56 0.37 0.25
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insertion losses from the finite-difference computation~due
only to scattering effects! and from the straight-ray compu
tation ~due only to bulk absorption effects!. This result sug-
gests that energy loss from wideband ultrasonic pulses in
abdominal wall may be explained as a combination of b
absorption effects and scattering effects.

Figures 6 and 7, respectively, show arrival time fluctu
tions and energy level fluctuations for the finite-differen
uniform-layer simulations. For comparison, fluctuati
curves for finite-difference simulations with abdominal w
cross sections including full internal structure~identical to
the whole-specimen results shown in Figs. 4 and 5! are also
shown. Both arrival time and energy level fluctuations a
seen to be considerably smaller in the uniform-layer simu
tions than in the full-structure simulations.

Quantitative results for the simulations employing u
form fat and muscle layers are summarized in Table VI. T
mean arrival time fluctuations shown there are less than
those for ‘‘full’’ finite-difference and straight-ray simulation
that included internal tissue structure~Table II!. The corre-
lation lengths of the arrival time fluctuations are much larg
than those reported in Table II for the simulations that
cluded full tissue structure. Arrival time fluctuations com
puted from the finite-difference uniform-layer simulatio
correlate very well with straight-ray simulations employin
3659 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 6, December 1998
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the same uniform layers~mean correlation coefficient 0.991!,
so that time-shift aberration caused in the uniform lay
simulations is almost entirely due to large-scale thickn
variations rather than refraction at interfaces. These lar
scale layer thickness variations, however, do not explain
rival time fluctuations computed from finite-difference sim
lations employing full tissue structure, because arrival ti
fluctuations in the uniform layer simulations did not correla
significantly with fluctuations from the full finite-differenc
simulations~mean correlation coefficient 0.262!.

Energy level fluctuations reported for the uniform-lay
FDTD simulations provide an indication of the importan
of refraction and scattering at tissue interfaces, since o
possible causes of energy level fluctuations~i.e., scattering
from small structures and tissue-dependent absorption! were
absent from these simulations. The energy level fluctuati
from the finite-difference uniform-layer simulations are com
parable in magnitude to those for the full straight-ray sim
lations, but much smaller than those observed in the
finite-difference simulations. Energy level fluctuations fro
the finite-difference uniform-layer simulations did not corr
late significantly with energy level fluctuations obtained
either of the simulations employing full tissue structur
Computed waveform similarity factors for all six finite
difference uniform-layer simulations are indistinguishab
3659Mast et al.: Abdominal wall pulse distortion: Simulations
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FIG. 6. Arrival time fluctuations~ATF! calculated using the finite-difference, time-domain method for whole specimens with full internal structure an
uniform-tissue fat and muscle layers.~a! Cross section 75hi.~b! Cross section 77ba.~c! Cross section 87de.~d! Cross section 102gh.~e! Cross section 120de
~f! Cross section 120fe.

FIG. 7. Energy level fluctuations~ELF! calculated using the finite-difference, time-domain method for whole specimens with full internal structure an
uniform-tissue fat and muscle layers.~a! Cross section 75hi.~b! Cross section 77ba.~c! Cross section 87de.~d! Cross section 102gh.~e! Cross section 120de
~f! Cross section 120fe.
3660 3660J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 6, December 1998 Mast et al.: Abdominal wall pulse distortion: Simulations
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TABLE VI. Wavefront distortion statistics for finite-difference simulation of propagation through uniform fat and muscle layers.

Arrival time
fluctutations

Energy level
fluctuations Waveform

similarity
factor

Correlation
Coefficient versus

S-R ~uniform!

Correlation
Coefficient versus

FDTD ~whole!

Specimen rms~ns! CL ~mm! rms ~dB! CL ~mm! ATF ELF ATF ELF

75hi 24.2 6.51 0.46 0.97 1.000 0.994 0.183 20.156 0.086
77ba 24.2 15.01 0.30 2.23 1.000 0.997 0.170 0.145 0.0
87de 10.6 10.88 0.42 1.63 1.000 0.971 0.130 0.064 20.281
102gh 14.3 9.00 0.39 1.86 1.000 0.991 0.289 0.374 0.0
120de 19.7 16.71 0.27 1.61 1.000 0.996 0.092 0.563 0.1
120fe 26.9 20.33 0.26 1.63 1.000 0.997 0.159 0.581 0.1

Mean 20.0 13.07 0.35 1.66 1.000 0.991 0.171 0.262 0.0
Standard deviation 6.4 5.18 0.08 0.41 0.000 0.010 0.067 0.294 0.1
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from unity to four significant figures, indicating that neg
gible frequency-dependent scattering occurred in these s
lations. These small energy level fluctuations, low corre
tions, and high waveform similarity factors suggest th
scattering and refraction at muscle–fat interfaces is no
significant source of amplitude and waveform aberratio
observed in ultrasonic propagation through the abdom
wall.

III. DISCUSSION

The results of the simulations reported here provide
ditional support to the findings reported in the compan
measurement paper25 and add insight regarding the chara
teristics and causes of ultrasonic wavefront distortion by
dominal wall tissue. As in the measurements,25 both muscle
and fat sections were found to cause substantial wavef
distortion and attenuation. The simulations performed h
indicate causes for the different characteristics of distort
produced by each section.

Simulations suggest that muscle sections primarily ca
time-shift aberration due to large-scale variations in
amounts of fat, muscle and connective tissue compon
within muscle layers. In all cases, correlations betwe
finite-difference and straight-ray arrival time fluctuations f
the muscle sections were higher than the corresponding
relations for the fat sections, indicating that muscle layers
more appropriately modeled as phase screens than ar
layers. However, arrival time fluctuations for both musc
layers and fat layers had comparable magnitude and co
lated significantly with arrival time fluctuations for whol
cross sections, so that both layers should be considered
portant sources of time-shift aberration in transabdominal
trasonic imaging.

The simulations also suggest that scattering from in
mogeneities within the subcutaneous fat is a major caus
amplitude and waveform distortion in ultrasonic propagat
through the abdominal wall. Energy level fluctuations for
layers were highly correlated with those for whole cross s
tions, indicating that most amplitude fluctuation featur
originated in the fat section. High negative correlations
tween connective-tissue fraction and energy level fluct
tions suggest that these amplitude fluctuations are prima
explained by scattering from septa within fatty tissue. T
3661 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 6, December 1998
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conclusion agrees with qualitative analysis of simula
propagation within abdominal wall cross sections, as
ported in Ref. 23. It may also be noted that scattering fr
septa may become more important for large septa or s
ultrasonic wavelengths; in such cases, scattering can c
large fluctuations that are sometimes referred to as diffr
tion, reflection, or refraction.

The simulations provide insight into the manner
which distortions produced by individual layers combine in
distortion produced by whole specimens. For both the sim
lations presented here and the measurements presented
companion paper,25 arrival time fluctuations~ATF! produced
by whole specimens are usually comparable to the geom
sum of the fluctuations produced by the individual laye
i.e.,

ATFtotal;AATFmuscle
2 1 ATFfat

2 .

For arrival time fluctuations measured in Ref. 25 as well
those simulated here by finite-difference and straight-
methods, the geometric sum of the rms fluctuations cau
by individual layers is within 30% of the rms fluctuation fo
whole specimens. Since fluctuations caused by two indep
dent random processes should add geometrically, this re
suggests that distortion produced by fat layers is roug
independent of that produced by muscle layers, and that b
layers can approximately be considered random aberra
However, some anomalous results appear in both meas
ments and simulations; in some cases, the rms arrival tim
energy level fluctuation for a whole specimen is less than
rms fluctuation for one or both of the individual layers.

Such differences are possible because, in the case o
whole specimen, the wavefront impinging on the fat lay
has already been distorted by propagation through
muscle layer. If the distortion-producing features of t
muscle and fat layers are not truly independent of each ot
the aberrated wavefront may interact with the structures
the fat layer in ways that reduce or exaggerate the ove
distortion level. For instance, Fig. 4~c! shows that near the
center of cross section 87de, large-scale arrival time fluc
tions occurring in the fat layer partially cancel those th
arise in the muscle layer. This occurs in part because, as
be seen in Fig. 1, the fat layer is thicker~causing a large-
scale delay in the wavefront! in this region of the cross sec
3661Mast et al.: Abdominal wall pulse distortion: Simulations
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tion where the muscle layer contains little fat~causing a rela-
tive advance in the wavefront!. Because of the importance o
large-scale, ordered structure in causing cumulative eff
such as this, it may be noted that the human abdominal
is not fully represented by simple random-process models
general, the manner in which distortions caused by in
vidual layers combine will be influenced by the speci
structure of the tissue being studied.

Results for the insertion loss, or the attenuation in
wavefront amplitude, have shown that both scattering effe
~as modeled in finite-difference simulations! and absorption
effects~as modeled in straight-ray simulations! make signifi-
cant contributions to the total insertion loss. Insertion los
estimated by summing results from these two simulati
agree well with measured insertion losses for the same sp
mens. This result suggests that procedures for estimatin
tenuation by the human abdominal wall, whether for corr
tion of amplitude aberration or quantitative estimation
scattering properties, should consider scattering effects
well as absorption effects. Relative contributions of abso
tion and scattering to total attenuation, however, can be
ferent in tissues having structure different from the abdo
nal wall. For instance, some experimental results h
suggested that scattering accounts for 2%–18% of atte
tion in liver tissue for frequencies between 1.2 MHz a
7 MHz,31,32 while the current experimental and simulat
results suggest that scattering accounts for about 36% of
insertion loss in the human abdominal wall for pulses c
tered at 3.75 MHz. This discrepancy is likely associated w
differences in morphology between human abdominal w
and liver tissue.

Simulations performed using straight-ray and unifor
layer approximations allow comparison of the present tis
model to others previously employed in medical ultrasou
The straight-ray simulation method is analogous to mode
the abdominal wall as a single phase and amplitude scree
the receiving aperture. Previous results23,24 have shown that
this model incompletely describes wavefront distortion fro
the human abdominal wall. The current study, while co
firming this conclusion, also indicates that single-pha
screen models describe distortion produced by muscle la
more accurately than distortion produced by fat layers. T
result suggests that aberration correction techniques emp
ing single-phase-screen models may provide greater g
when wavefront distortion is due to thick muscle layers th
when distortion is associated with obesity.

Others have modeled human tissue as a series of la
of nominally homogeneous properties. Such uniform lay
can cause ultrasonic aberration either by variations
thickness7,8,33 or by refraction and scattering at interfac
between layers.4,15,34,35The uniform-layer FDTD simulations
performed in the present study provide a test of the app
priateness of these models. Arrival time fluctuations fro
uniform-layer simulations were considerably smaller th
those for simulations including full internal structure a
were also uncorrelated with full-structure simulations, so t
thickness variations of nominally uniform layers appear to
a minor cause of wavefront distortion. The small ener
level fluctuations and high waveform similarity factors com
3662 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 6, December 1998
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puted for uniform-layer simulations suggest that refract
and scattering at muscle–fat interfaces is not a signific
source of wavefront distortion observed in the abdomi
wall. Since comparable sound-speed and impedance
matches occur between other tissue layers such as skin
fat, the present results suggest that scattering from inte
tissue structures contributes more strongly to observed w
front distortion than do refraction and scattering from a
interfaces between tissue layers. Thus, although models
suming uniform tissue layers have successfully corrected
age artifacts associated with refraction caused by spe
anatomic features,34,36 such models may not provide optima
correction for focus degradation in transabdominal ultraso
imaging.

A third model sometimes used in simulation studies
ultrasonic imaging includes single or multiple phase scre
synthesized using measured or estimated aberration stati
Typically, a few parameters such as rms distortion valu
and correlation lengths are employed as parameters for
ization of a simple random distribution.13,15,37,38These mod-
els, by design, produce distortion that is statistically simi
to aberration caused by tissues. However, tissue-specific
tures of ultrasonic wavefront distortion are not depicted
simple stochastic models because tissue is not a true ran
medium. The ordered, anisotropic distortion induced
muscle fibers is one example of a distortion feature import
to ultrasonic imaging that is not accounted for by simp
random aberrator models. Another example is the distor
caused by septa aligned close to the propagation direc
within the subcutaneous fat, including scattering and arriv
time variations that increase cumulatively with propagat
through the fat layer. Because tissue structure determines
wavefront distortion encountered in clinical practice, statis
cal representations of tissue are also of little use for dis
tion correction methods. Since tissue structure on scales
portant to medical ultrasound (;1 – 20 mm! varies widely
among individuals, effective aberration correction will r
quire compensation specific to each patient and view.

Worthy of comment are differences between the spe
mens employed here for tissue-type mapping and those
in Ref. 25 for two-dimensional wavefront distortion me
surements of whole specimens and individual sections.
relative thicknesses of the specimens employed were com
rable, having a mean of 26.6 mm for the mapped specim
and a mean of 24.4 mm for the measured specimens. H
ever, the muscle layer was usually about half the thicknes
the fat layer for the mapped specimens, while muscle la
thicknesses were typically close to fat layer thicknesses
the measured specimens. The muscle layer was actu
thicker than the fat layer for one specimen~118! measured in
Ref. 25.

The discrepancy in muscle thickness between the
specimen groups may partially explain the relatively low d
tortion values found for simulated propagation throu
muscle sections in the present paper. Another possible re
for the low distortion associated with muscle sections in
present paper may be the result of inaccuracies in tissue m
ping. In particular, the fibrous microstructure of muscle w
not mapped in the present study, and some connective ti
3662Mast et al.: Abdominal wall pulse distortion: Simulations
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occurring in the muscle layers was not accurately mapp
since the staining technique employed provided less con
between muscle and connective tissue than between fat
connective tissue. Finally, another likely cause of disagr
ment between the simulations reported here and the mea
ments reported in Ref. 25 is that the present simulations w
performed in two dimensions. Further discussion of this lim
tation is given in Ref. 23.

The absence of frequency-dependent absorption is a
sible source of error in estimates of total tissue attenua
and energy level fluctuations from the straight-ray compu
tions. However, since absorption in tissue increases appr
mately linearly with frequency, lower absorption for fre
quency components below the pulse center frequency w
nearly cancel higher absorption for frequency compone
above the center frequency. For this reason, the neglec
frequency-dependent absorption is not considered to b
significant source of error in the attenuation or energy le
fluctuation curves computed using the straight-ray meth
Still, inclusion of frequency-dependent absorption could
sult in some waveform distortion effects. Therefore, if act
waveforms were employed in this simulation, the peak-
peak insertion losses could deviate from the bulk absorp
calculated above and waveform similarity factors could
viate from unity even in the absence of scattering.

Likewise, the absence of any tissue-specific absorp
from the finite-difference computations is a possible sou
of inaccuracy when using the present finite-differen
method to estimate waveform and energy level distorti
Because frequency-dependent absorption would cause
tional waveform distortion, the absence of frequenc
dependent absorption may be a partial explanation for
large waveform similarity factors computed from simulat
wavefronts. However, since energy level fluctuations
tained from the straight-ray simulation using tissu
dependent absorption are much smaller than energy l
fluctuations from the finite-difference simulations, inclusi
of absorption in the finite-difference simulations would ha
only a small effect on the computed energy level distorti

More detailed discussion of limitations and sources
error for the simulation methods employed is given in R
23.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Simulation results have been presented to provide qu
tifiable correlation between tissue morphology and ultraso
wavefront distortion produced by the human abdominal w

The results support conclusions based
measurements25 that used whole abdominal specimens a
their individual fat and muscle layers. Specifically, the fini
difference simulation results show that both fat and mus
layers cause significant distortion. Correlation of distorti
curves with tissue composition indicates that inhomogene
regions such as fatty inclusions within muscle layers ca
significant arrival time fluctuations, while amplitude aberr
tion is predominantly caused by scattering from septa wit
the subcutaneous fat. One difference between the fin
difference and measurement results is that although mu
layers produced more arrival time variation in the measu
3663 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 104, No. 6, December 1998
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ments, comparable arrival time fluctuation was caused
muscle and fat layers in the simulations. However, in b
cases, fat layers caused greater energy level distortion.

Additional simulations performed using a straight-r
model suggest that phase-screen models are more appr
ate for muscle layers of the abdominal wall than for t
subcutaneous fat, but that single phase-screen models in
pletely describe aberration caused by the human abdom
wall. Simulations performed using a uniform-layer model i
dicate that refraction at interfaces between tissue layers
well as varying thickness of muscle and fat sections of
abdominal wall, are minor sources of ultrasonic wavefro
distortion compared to large-scale inhomogeneities and
fects caused by internal structure. The importance of spe
ordered tissue structures to cumulative distortion effe
within layers, as well as to the combination of wavefro
distortion by fat and muscle layers, suggests that tissue m
els employing simple random processes incompletely de
wavefront distortion caused by the abdominal wall.

In summary, these results suggest that models of ul
sonic propagation within human soft tissues, whether e
ployed within aberration correction algorithms or imagin
simulations, should include realistic depictions of tissue m
phology to obtain accurate results. Models of tissue morph
ogy for aberration correction should also accurately dep
tissue structures specific to the individual and location
interest.
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